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STABLE DETERMINATION OF A VECTOR FIELD IN A NON-SELF-ADJOINT DYNAMICAL
SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
MOURAD BELLASSOUED, IBTISSEM BEN AÏCHA, AND ZOUHOUR REZIG
ABSTRACT. This paper deals with an inverse problem for a non-self-adjoint Schrödinger equation on a com-
pact Riemannian manifold. Our goal is to stably determine a real vector field from the dynamical Dirichlet-to-
Neumann map. We establish in dimension n ě 2, an Hölder type stability estimate for the inverse problem
under study. The proof is mainly based on the reduction to an equivalent problem for an electro-magnetic
Schrödinger equation and the use of a Carleman estimate designed for elliptic operators.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let us consider a compact Riemannian manifold pM,gq of dimension n ě 2. We denote by BM its
smooth boundary. Our goal is to determine a vector field in a non-self-adjoint Schrödinger equation. We
fix a coordinate system x “
`
xi
˘
and let
`
B
Bxi
˘
be the corresponding tangent vector field. We define the
Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with the Riemannian metric g as follows
(1.1) ∆ “
1a
|g|
nÿ
j,k“1
B
Bxj
ˆa
|g| gjk
B
Bxk
˙
.
In local coordinates we denote g “ pgjkq. Here pgjkq is the inverse of g and |g| “ det pgjkq. For any x PM ,
we define the inner product and the norm on the tangent space TxM as follows
gpX1,X2q “ 〈X1,X2〉 “
nÿ
j,k“1
gjkX
j
1X
k
2 , Xj “
nÿ
i“1
Xij
B
Bxi
, j “ 1, 2, |X| “ 〈X,X〉1{2 .
Let T ą 0, we set Q “M ˆ p0, T q and Σ “ BM ˆ p0, T q. We define the anisotropic Sobolev space
H2,1pΣq “ H2p0, T ;L2pBMqq X L2p0, T ;H1pBMqq,
equipped with the norm } ¨ }H2,1pΣq “ } ¨ }H2p0,T ;L2pBMqq ` } ¨ }L2p0,T ;H1pBMqq. Let X P C
8pMq be a real
vector field. We introduce the following initial boundary value problem for the Schrödinger equation
(1.2)
$’’’’&’’’’%
LXu :“ piBt ´∆`Xqu “ 0 inQ,
up¨, 0q “ 0 inM,
u “ f onΣ,
where f PH2,1pΣq and it satisfies fp¨, 0q “ Btfp¨, 0q ” 0. Let X be a vector field on M , we define the
vector field∇u of a C8 function u as follows
(1.3) Xpuq “ 〈X,∇u〉 .
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In local coordinates, we have
(1.4) ∇u “
nÿ
i,j“1
gij
Bu
Bxi
B
Bxj
.
We denote by T ˚xM the cotangent space which is the space of covectors or one-forms Y “ Yjdx
j . Here
pdxjq is the basis of the cotangent space. We denote by TM (resp., T ˚M ) the tangent bundle (resp., the
cotangent bundle) ofM which is defined as the union of the spaces TxM (resp., the spaces T ˚xM ), for any
x PM . We define the isomorphisms induced by g as follows
ı : TxM ÐÑ T
˚
xM
X ÞÑ X5
,
ı´1 : T ˚xM ÐÑ TxM
Y ÞÑ Y 7.
In coordinates, the operators ı and ı´1 are defined by
(1.5) X5 “ Xjdx
j , Y 7 “ Y j
B
Bxj
,
withXj “
řn
k“1 gjkX
k and Y j “
řn
k“1 g
jkYk. On the other hand, for any Y1, Y2 P T ˚xM , we define
(1.6) 〈Y1, Y2〉 “
〈
Y
7
1 , Y
7
2
〉
“
nÿ
j,k“1
gjkY
j
1 Y
k
2 .
In this paper, we aim to show that from the Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DN) map ΛX : H2,1pΣq ÝÑ L2pΣq,
f ÞÝÑ Bνu, associated with (1.2), one can uniquely and stably determine the vector fieldX. Here ν “ νpxq
is the unit outward normal vector field at x P BM and Bνu stands for 〈∇u, ν〉. In local coordinates, ν and
Bνu are given by
(1.7) ν “
nÿ
j“1
νj
B
Bxi
and Bνu :“ 〈∇u, ν〉 “
nÿ
j,k“1
gj,kνj
Bu
Bxk
,
where
řn
j,k“1 gjkν
jνk “ 1 and νj “
řn
k“1 gj,kν
k.
In this paper, we assume that the compact Riemannian manifold pM,gq is simple, i.e., is simply connected,
any geodesic has no conjugate points and BM is strictly convex. Any two points of the simple manifoldM
can be joined by a unique geodesic.
Namely, the main focus of this paper is the investigation of the following problem:
Problem 1: Does a small perturbation on the flux measurement ΛX can cause an error in the determination
of the vector X on a simple compact Riemannian manifoldM?
The main idea in resolving this problem is based on reducing it to an equivalent problem that we are
familiar with and that it is easier to deal with. More precisely, we will show that Problem 1 associated with
(1.2) can be equivalently reformulated to an other problem that concerns this equation
(1.8)
$’’’’&’’’’%
HA,qu :“ piBt ´∆A ` qqu “ 0 in Q,
up¨, 0q “ 0 in M,
u “ f onΣ,
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with f P H2,1pΣq, q : M ÞÑ R is a real bounded electric potential and A “ ajdxj P C8pM,T ˚Mq is a
covector field with pure imaginary complex-valued coefficients aj P C8pMq. Here∆A is given by
(1.9) ∆A “ ∆` 2i
〈
A7,∇
〉
´ iδ A´ 〈A,A〉 ,
where A7 is the vector field associated with the covector A and δ is the coderivative operator defined by
(1.10) δA “
1a
|g|
nÿ
j,k“1
B
Bxj
´
gjk
a
|g|ak
¯
.
Note that the products 〈A,A〉 and
〈
A7,∇
〉
are given by
(1.11) 〈A,A〉 “
nÿ
j,k“1
gjkajak, and
〈
A7,∇
〉
“
nÿ
j,k“1
gjkaj
B
Bxk
.
Keeping the above points in mind, the idea is then to move from the problem of determining X appearing
in (1.2) from the DN map ΛX to the problem of determining A and q appearing in (1.8) from the equivalent
DN map NA,q : f ÞÝÑ pBν ` i
〈
A7, ν
〉
qu associated with the equation (1.8). It should be noticed that
there is an obstruction in determining A from NA,q since NA,q is invariant under the gauge transformation
(see [18] for more information). It is well known that for any A P HkpM,T ˚Mq, there exists a unique
As P HkpM,T ˚Mq and ϕ P Hk`1pMq such that:
(1.12) A “ As ` dϕ, δAs “ 0, ϕ|BM “ 0, and dϕ “
nÿ
j“1
Bϕ
Bxj
dxj.
Here As is said the solenoidal part of A and dϕ is its potential part. The best we could hope to determine
from NA,q is the solenoidal part As of the covector A. In order to deal with our main problem we first need
to deal with this equivalent problem:
Problem 2: Is it possible to stably recover the electric potential q and the solenoidal part As of the covector
A defined on a simple compact Riemannian manifold from the knowledge of the DNmapNA,q under certain
conditions?
Actually, Problem 2 is closely related to the one considered by Bellassoued [1] in the case where the
covector field A is with real valued coefficients. But here we formulate the problem for complex vector
fields. Theorem 2.3 answers this problem affirmatively.
The uniqueness in recovering terms in Riemannian non-self-adjoint operators, was recently considered
by Krupchyk and Uhlmann in [10]. They proved the unique identifiability for an advection term from the
knowledge of the DN map measured on the boundary of the manifold. We can also refer to the paper of
Kurylev and Lassas [11] in which a uniqueness result for a general non-self-adjoint second-order elliptic
operator on a manifold with boundary is addressed.
In contrast to the Riemannian case, the problem of recovering coefficients in non-self-adjoint operators
has been extensively studied in the euclidian case. We cite for example the paper of Pohjola [13], in which
an inverse problem for the recovery of a velocity field in a steady state convection diffusion equation was
considered. A uniqueness result for this problem has been proven and the proof was mainly based on
reducing it to an auxiliary problem for a stationary magnetic Schrödinger equation. Cheng, Nakamura and
Somersalo [8] studied the same problem and proved a uniqueness result but for more regular coefficients.
Salo [15] also treated the uniqueness issue for the recovery of Lipschitz continuous coefficients.
As for stability results in the euclidian case, we cite the work of Bellassoued and Choulli [4] where
they proved in dimension n ě 2 that the knowledge of the DN map for the magnetic Schrödinger equation
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measured on the boundary of a bounded smooth domain of Rn determines uniquely the magnetic field. They
also proved a Hölder-type stability in determining the magnetic field introduced by the magnetic potential.
We also cite the work of Bellassoued and Ben Aïcha [2], in which they focused on the study of an inverse
problem for a non-self-adjoint hyperbolic equation and they proved a stability of Hölder type in recovering
a first order coefficient appearing in a wave equation from the knowledge of Neumann boundary data. The
overall idea in resolving these problems is based on bringing the problems under investigation back to similar
ones that we are familiar with.
In this paper, our objective is the study of the inverse problem associated with the equation (1.8). Inspired
by the work of Bellassoued and Rezig [5], Bellassoued and Ben Aïcha [2] and the paper of Bellassoued [1],
we aim to stably recover the vector field X from the DN map ΛX and show a stability of Hölder type. It
seems that the present paper is the first proving a stability result for a Riemannian non-self-adjoint operator.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we state the main results answering to
both problems and prepare the necessities to prove these statements. In Section 3, we process the geodesic
ray transformation for one-forms and functions on a manifold. Section 4 is devoted to the study of the
preliminary problem (Problem 2). In Section 5, we deal with the main problem of this paper (Problem 1)
and by the use of an appropriate Carleman estimate, we establish a stability estimate for the recovery of the
real vector fieldX .
2. PRELIMINARIES AND MAIN RESULTS
In this section we state the main results answering Problems 1 and 2. Let us first set up some notations
and terminologies that will be used in this rest of the paper. We denote by dvn “ |g|1{2dx1^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dxn the
Riemannian volume induced by g. Let L2pMq be the completion of C8pMq with the inner product
(2.1) pu1, u2q “
ż
M
u1pxqu2pxq dv
n, u1, u2 P C
8pMq.
Let us denote by C8pM,TMq the space of smooth vector fields and by C8pM,T ˚Mq the space of smooth
one forms. On the other hand, we define L2pM,T ˚Mq and L2pM,TMq by the inner product
(2.2) pX,Y q “
ż
M
〈
X,Y
〉
dvn, X, Y P L2pMq.
We denote byHkpMq the Sobolev space endowed with the norm
(2.3) }u}2HkpMq “ }u}
2
L2pMq `
nÿ
k“1
}∇ku}2L2pM,T kMq.
Here∇k denotes the covariant differential of u. For any one form A “ ajdxj in HkpM,T ˚Mq we denote
(2.4) }A}HkpM,T˚Mq “
nÿ
j“1
}aj}HkpMq.
Before stating our main result let us introduce the admissible set of the unknown vectors X. Givenm1 ě 0
and k ą n{2` 2 . We define the following set
X pm1q :“ tX PW
2,8pM,TMq, }X}HkpM,TMq ď m1u.
Let x PM and let pi be a two-dimensional subspace of TxM spanned by η and ξ. The number
Kpx, piq “
xRpξ, ηqη, ξy
|ξ|2|η|2 ´ xξ, ηy2
,
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is independent of the choice of ξ and η. It is the sectional curvature of the manifoldM at the point x and in
the two-dimensional direction pi.
For px, ξq P TM , we set
(2.5) Kpx, ξq “ sup
piQξ
Kpx, piq and K`px, ξq “ maxt0,Kpx, ξqu.
If the compact Riemannian manifold pM,gq is simple, we define
(2.6) k`pM,gq “ supt
ż τ`px,ξq
0
tK`pγx,ξptq, 9γx,ξptqqdt, px, ξq P B`SMu.
Then, our main result can be stated as follows
Theorem 2.1. Let pM,gq be a simple compact Riemannian manifold with boundary of dimension n ě 2
such that k`pM,gq ă 1{2. Letm1 ě 0, T ą 0. There exist positive constants C and s˜ ą 0 such that
(2.7) }X1 ´X2}L2pM,TMq ď C}ΛX1 ´ ΛX2}
s˜,
for any X1, X2 P X pm1q such that X1 “ X2 on BM . Here the constant C is depending only on M and
the norm } ¨ } denotes the norm in LpH2,1pΣq, L2pΣqq.
To prove Theorem 2.1 we need to reduce the problem associated with (1.2) to an equivalent problem
that concerns the electro-magnetic equation (1.8). So that determining X appearing in (1.2) from ΛX will
amount to determining As and q in (1.8) from NA,q.
Let divX denote the divergence of a vector field X P H1pM,TMq onM . In coordinates, we have
(2.8) divX “
1a
|g|
nÿ
i“1
B
Bxi
´a
|g|Xi
¯
, X “
nÿ
i“1
Xi
B
Bxi
.
The coderivative operator δ can be seen as the adjoint of the exterior derivative ´d as follows
(2.9) pδA, vq “ ´ pA, dvq , A P C8pM,T ˚Mq, v P C8pMq,
such that A|BM “ 0. For any X P H
1pM,TMq, the divergence formula is given by
(2.10)
ż
M
divX dvn “
ż
BM
〈X, ν〉 dσn´1,
where dσn´1 is the volume form of BM . On the other hand, for any function u P H1pMq we have
(2.11)
ż
M
divX u dvn “ ´
ż
M
〈X,∇u〉 dvn `
ż
BM
〈X, ν〉 u dσn´1.
Thus if u P H1pMq and w P H2pMq, the following identities hold
(2.12)
ż
M
∆wu dvn “ ´
ż
M
〈∇w,∇u〉 dvn `
ż
BM
Bνwudσ
n´1,
and
(2.13)
ż
M
∆wudvn “
ż
M
∆uw dvn `
ż
BM
pBνwu´ Bνuwq dσ
n´1.
Let us introduce the following set H2,1T pΣq :“ tg P H
2,1pΣq, gp¨, T q “ 0u. For any g P H2,1pΣq, we
introduce the adjoint operator of the DN map ΛX as follows:
Λ˚X : H
2,1
T pΣq ÝÑ L
2pΣq
g ÞÝÑ Bνv,
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where v here is the unique solution to this equation
(2.14)
$’’’’&’’’’%
L ˚Xv “ piBt ´∆´X ´ divXqv “ 0 in Q,
vp¨, T q “ 0 in M,
v “ g on Σ.
Next, we denote
N˚A,q : H
2,1
T pΣq ÝÑ L
2pΣq
g ÞÝÑ pBν ´ i
〈
A7, ν
〉
qv,
associated with this problem
(2.15)
$’’’’&’’’’%
H ˚A,qv “ H´A,qv “ 0 in Q,
vp¨, T q “ 0 inM,
v “ g onΣ.
We should notice thatN´A,q “ N˚A,q. We aim now to choose specific A and q in such a way HA,q coïncides
with LX and the same for the corresponding DN maps ΛX and NA,q. Let us state a lemma that will play an
important role in showing Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 2.2. For j “ 1, 2, letXj P X pm1q andX5j its associated covector. We define Aj and qj as follows
(2.16) Aj “
i
2
X5j , and qj “
1
4
〈Xj,Xj〉´
1
2
divXj , j “ 1, 2.
Then, the following identities hold
HAj ,qj “ LXj , H
˚
Aj ,qj
“ L ˚Xj and }NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2} “ }ΛX1 ´ ΛX2}.
Here } ¨ } denotes the norm in the space LpH2,1pΣq;L2pΣqq.
Proof. From (2.16) and using the fact that divX “ δX5, one can check that
(2.17) HAj ,qju “ piBt ´∆Aj ` qjpxqqu “ iBtu´∆u` 〈X,∇u〉 “ piBt ´∆`Xqu “ LXju,
and
(2.18) H ˚Aj ,qjv “ piBt ´∆p´Ajq ` qjpxqqv “ piBt ´∆´X ´ divXqv “ L
˚
Xj
v.
In order to prove the last identity, we consider by uj and vj for j “ 1, 2, two solutions of
(2.19)
$’’’’&’’’’%
LXjuj “ 0 in Q,
ujp¨, 0q “ 0 in M,
uj “ f on Σ,
;
$’’’’&’’’’%
L ˚Xj
vj “ 0 in Q,
vjp¨, T q “ 0 in M,
vj “ g on Σ,
with f P H2,1pΣq and g P H2,1T pΣq. We multiply the first equation in the left hand side of (2.19) by vj and
we integrate by parts, we obtain
(2.20)
ż T
0
ż
BM
ΛXjpfqg dσ
n´1 dt “
ż T
0
ż
M
piBtujvj ` 〈∇uj,∇vj〉`Xjpujqvjq dv
n dt.
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From (2.17) and (2.18), the solutions uj and vj with j “ 1, 2, also solve
(2.21)
$’’’’&’’’’%
HAj ,qjuj “ 0 in Q,
ujp¨, 0q “ 0 in M,
uj “ f on Σ,
;
$’’’’&’’’’%
H ˚Aj ,qj
vj “ 0 in Q,
vjp¨, T q “ 0 in M,
vj “ g on Σ.
On the other hand, if we multiply the equation in the left hand side of (2.21) by vj and we integrate by parts,
we obtainż T
0
ż
BM
NAj ,qjpfqg dσ
n´1 dt “
ż T
0
ż
M
piBtujvj ` 〈∇uj ,∇vj〉`Xjpujqvjq dv
n dt
´
1
2
ż T
0
ż
BM
〈Vj , ν〉 ujvj dσ
n´1 dt.(2.22)
Therefore, in light of (2.20) and (2.22), one getsż T
0
ż
BM
NAj ,qjpfqg dσ
n´1 dt “
ż T
0
ż
BM
ΛXj pfqg dσ
n´1 dt´
1
2
ż T
0
ż
BM
〈Xj , ν〉 f g dσ
n´1 dt.
Thus, using the fact that 〈X1, ν〉 “ 〈X2, ν〉 on BM , we get the desired result. 
Thanks to Lemma 2.2, the problem under study is equivalently reformulated as to whether the solenoidal
part As of the magnetic potential and the electric potential q in (1.8) can be retrieved or not from NA,q. This
will be the goal of Section 4.
We move now to introduce the admissible sets. Letm1,m2 ą 0 and k ą n{2` 2 be given , we define
(2.23) A pm1, kq “
!
A PW 2,8pM,T ˚Mq, }A}HkpM,T˚Mq ď m1
)
,
and
(2.24) Qpm2q “
 
q P W 1,8pMq, }q}W 1,8pMq ď m2
(
.
Theorem 2.3. Let pM,gq be a simple compact Riemannian manifold with boundary of dimension n ě 2
such that k`pM,gq ă 1{2. There exist C ą 0 and κ P p0, 1q such that for any A1, A2 P A pm1, kq and
q1, q2 P Qpm2q such that they coincide on the boundary BM , the following estimate holds true
(2.25) }As1 ´A
s
2}L2pM,T˚Mq ` }q1 ´ q2}L2pMq ď C}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
κ
where C depends onM ,m1,m2 and n.
3. GEODESICAL X-RAY TRANFORSM ON A SIMPLE MANIFOLD
In this section we consider simple manifolds and we deal with geodesic X-ray transform of a function
or a covector field. Our aim is to state a stability result. We have such results proved on simple surface by
Mukhometov [12]. Concerning simple manifolds of any dimension, we find stability estimates in [17], [19],
and also in V. A. Sharafutdinov’s book [16]. This result has also been generalized to nontrapping manifolds
without conjugate points by Dairbekov in [9].
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3.1. Inverse inequality for geodesic ray transform of a function on a simple manifold. We start by
describing the environment where we work.
We consider a compact Riemannian manifold pM, gq with boundary. We say that pM,gq is a convex
non-trapping manifold if the boundary BM is strictly convex (that means the second fundamental form of
the boundary is positive definite at every boundary point) and if all the geodesics have finite length inM .
A compact convex non-trapping manifold is said to be simple if we have no conjugate points on any geodesic.
We cite the main properties of a simple manifold that will be used in this paper: a simple Riemannian
manifold of dimension n is diffeomorphic to a closed ball in Rn, and for any two points in the manifold
there exists an unique geodesic joining them.
Let us define the sphere bundle and the co-sphere bundle ofM by
SM “ tpx, ξq P TM ; |ξ| “ 1u and S˚M “ tpx, pq P T ˚M ; |p| “ 1u .
For x P M and ξ P TxM , we let γx,ξ the unique geodesic starting from x in the direction ξ; that means
γx,ξp0q “ x and 9γx,ξp0q “ ξ. We define the exponential map expx : TxM ÑM by
(3.1) expxpvq “ γx,ξp|v|q, ξ “
v
|v|
.
In the sequel, we suppose that the manifold pM,gq is simple. Then the map expx is a global diffeomorphism.
For px, ξq P SM , we have an unique geodesic γx,ξ corresponding to px, ξq defined on a maximal finite
interval rτ´px, ξq, τ`px, ξqs, such that γx,ξpτ˘px, ξqq P BM . The corresponding geodesic flow is defined by
φt : SM Ñ SM,
(3.2) φtpx, ξq “ pγx,ξptq, 9γx,ξptqq, t P rτ´px, ξq, τ`px, ξqs.
We obviously have φt ˝ φs “ φt`s. We define the vector field H associated with the geodesic flow φt by
setting, for u P C8pSMq and px, ξq P SM,
(3.3) Hupx, ξq “
d
dt
upφtpx, ξqq|t“0.
Now, we split the boundary of the manifold SM in two compact submanifolds of inner and outer vectors.
We set
(3.4) B˘SM “ tpx, ξq P SM, x P BM, ˘ 〈ξ, νpxq〉 ă 0u ,
where ν is the unit outer normal to the boundary. The manifolds B`SM and B´SM have the same boundary
SpBMq, and we have BSM “ B`SM Y B´SM . Let C8pB`SMq be the space of smooth functions on the
manifold B`SM and define the functions τ˘ : SM Ñ R as in (3.2). We have the following properties:
τ´px, ξq ď 0, τ´px, ξq “ 0, px, ξq P B`SM, τ´pφtpx, ξqq “ τ´px, ξq ´ t,
τ`px, ξq ě 0, τ`px, ξq “ 0, px, ξq P B´SM, τ`pφtpx, ξqq “ τ`px, ξq ´ t,
and
τ`px, ξq “ ´τ´px,´ξq.
In particular if px, ξq P B`SM , the maximal geodesic γx,ξ satisfying the initial conditions γx,ξp0q “ x and
9γx,ξp0q “ ξ is defined on r0, τ`px, ξqs.
The functions τ˘px, ξq are smooth near a point px, ξq whose geodesic γx,ξptq intersects the boundary BM
transversely for t “ τ˘px, ξq. Some derivatives of τ˘px, ξq are unbounded in a neighbourhood of any point
of TM X T pBMq. So such points are singular and the strict convexity of BM implies that τ˘px, ξq are
smooth on TMzT pBMq. In particular, τ` is smooth on B`SM .
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Let
dωxpξq “
a
|g|
nÿ
k“1
p´1qkξkdξ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ydξk ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dξn,
be the volume form defined on SxM , induced by the Riemannian scalar product on TxM . Here, the notationp¨ means that the corresponding factor is to be omitted. And let
dv2n´1px, ξq “ dωxpξq ^ dv
n,
be the volume form dv2n´1 on the manifold SM where dvn denote is the Riemannian volume form onM .
By Liouville’s theorem, the geodesic flow preserves the volume form dv2n´1. Thus, if dσn´1 denotes the
volume form of BM then we define the volume form on the boundary BSM “ tpx, ξq P SM, x P BMu by
dσ2n´2 “ dωxpξq ^ dσ
n´1.
We denote by R the curvature tensor of the Levi-Civita connection ∇X given by
RpX,Y qZ “ ∇X∇Y Z `∇Y∇XZ ´∇rX,Y sZ.
Now let L2µpB`SMq be the Hilbert space of square integrable functions with respect to the measure
µpx, ξqdσ2n´2 with µpx, ξq “ | 〈ξ, νpxq〉 | equipped with the scalar product
(3.5) pu, vqµ “
ż
B`SM
upx, ξqvpx, ξqµpx, ξqdσ2n´2.
We define the geodesic X-ray transform on the manifoldM by the operator
(3.6) I : C8pMq ÝÑ C8pB`SMq,
defined by
(3.7) Ifpx, ξq “
ż τ`px,ξq
0
fpγx,ξptqqdt, px, ξq P B`SM.
Since τ`px, ξq is a smooth function on B`SM (see Lemma 4.1.1 of [16]) then If is a smooth function on
B`SM . Thus, for every integer k ě 1, we can extend I as a bounded operator
(3.8) I : HkpMq ÝÑ HkpB`SMq.
The following stability’s result for the X-ray transform of functions will be crucial in the proof of the main
theorem 2.1 of this paper. We can find its proof in [5].
Theorem 3.1. Let pM,gq be a simple compact Riemannian manifold with k`pM,gq ă 1, then there exist a
constant C ą 0 such that the stability estimate
(3.9) }f}L2pMq ď C}If}H1pB`SMq
holds true for any f P H1pMq.
3.2. Inverse inequality for geodesic X-ray transform of 1-forms on a simple manifold. In this subsec-
tion, we define the geodesic X-ray transform of a 1-form on a simple Riemannian manifold pM,gq as being
the linear operator:
(3.10) I1 : C
8pM,T ˚Mq ÝÑ C8pB`SMq,
defined by the equality
(3.11) I1pAqpx, ξq “
ż
γx,ξ
A “
nÿ
j“1
ż τ`px,ξq
0
ajpγx,ξptqq 9γ
j
x,ξptqdt, px, ξq P B`SM,
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where γx,ξ : r0, τ`px, ξqs Ñ M is the maximal geodesic starting at x with initial velocity ξ. We have
obviously I1pdϕq “ 0 for any smooth function ϕ onM satisfying the condition ϕ|BM “ 0.
Like for the ray transform of functions defined above, we extend the ray transform I1 on a simple manifold
as a bounded operator
(3.12) I1 : H
kpM,T ˚Mq ÝÑ HkpB`SMq, k ě 1.
For every magnetic potential A, we have the following decomposition (see Theorem 3.3.2 p89 in [16]).
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary and let k ě 1 be an integer. For
every covector field A P HkpM,T ˚Mq, there exist uniquely determined As P HkpM,T ˚Mq and ϕ P
Hk`1pMq such that
(3.13) A “ As ` dϕ, δAs “ 0, ϕ|BM “ 0.
Furthermore, we have
(3.14) }As}HkpM,T˚Mq ď C}A}HkpM,T˚Mq, }ϕ}Hk`1pMq ď C}δA}Hk´1pMq.
The constant C is independent of A. In particular, As and ϕ are smooth if A is smooth.
If pM,gq is a simple manifold, it is known that I1 is injective on the set of solenoidal 1-forms. We
emphasize that by definition of I1 and by the boundlessness of the trace operator, we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.3. If pM,gq is a simple manifold and if ϕ P Hk`1pMq (k ě 1) satisfies the boundary condition
ϕ|BM “ 0, then I1pdϕq “ 0.
Consequently, the best we could hope to recover from the ray transform, is the solenoidal part As of the
covector A.
The main result of this subsection is the following theorem. We recall that ν is the unit outer normal to
the boundary and that k` is defined by (2.6).
Theorem 3.4. Let pM,gq be a simple manifold with k`pM,gq ă 1
2
. Then for every covector field A P
HkpM,T ˚Mq, the stability estimate
}As}2L2pM,T˚Mq ď C
`
}xν, pAsq7|BMy}L2pBM,TMq}I1pAq}L2pB`SMq ` }I1pAq}
2
H1pB`SMq
˘
,(3.15)
holds true. The constant C is independent of A.
Using the estimate of Lemma 3.2, we deduce the following result.
Corollary 3.5. Let pM,gq be a simple manifold with k`pM,gq ă 1
2
. Then for every covector field A P
H1pM,T ˚Mq, the following stability estimate
}As}2L2pM,T˚Mq ď C1
`
}A}H1pM,T˚Mq}I1pAq}L2pB`SMq ` }I1pAq}
2
H1pB`SMq
˘
(3.16)
holds true. The constant C1 is independent of f .
With respect to Lemma 3.3, it suffices to prove the Theorem 3.4 forA P HkpM,T ˚Mq satisfying δA “ 0.
By using density arguments, it’s enough to prove the theorem for a real covector A P C8pM,T ˚Mq
satisfying the condition
δA “ 0.
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Indeed, if A P H1pM,T ˚Mq, then we can find a sequence pAkqk in C8pM,T ˚Mq converging towards A
inH1pM,T ˚Mq.
Applying Lemma 3.2 to A and Ak, we have the decomposition A “ As ` dϕ, δAs “ 0, ϕ|BM “ 0, and
Ak “ A
s
k ` dϕk, δA
s
k “ 0, ϕk|BM “ 0, for every k P N. By uniqueness of the decomposition and the
estimate (3.14), we conclude that pAskqk converges to A
s in H1pM,T ˚Mq. By the continuity of the trace
operator, we deduce the convergence in L2pB`SMq of pAsk|BM qk towards pA
s
|BM qk. Applying the Theorem
3.4 for Ask and taking k Ñ `8, we deduce that
}As}2L2pM,T˚Mq ď C
`
}xν, pAsq7|BMy}L2pBM,TMq}I1pAq}L2pB`SMq ` }I1pAq}
2
H1pB`SMq
˘
.
Before starting the proof of the Theorem 3.4, we need to specify some notions on tensors. For more
details, one can consult [5].
Denote by τ rsM the bundle of tensors of degree pr, sq on M . Let U be a domain of M and denote
C8pτ rsM,Uq the C
8pUq- module of smooth sections of τ rsM over U . We will usually be abbreviate the
notation C8pτ rsM,Mq to C
8pτ rsMq. Let px
1, . . . , xnq be a local coordinate system in a domain U . Then
any tensor field u P C8pτ rsM,Uq can be uniquely represented as
(3.17) u “ ui1,...,irj1,...,js
B
Bxi1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
B
Bxir
b dxj1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b dxjs .
The terms ui1,¨¨¨ ,irj1,¨¨¨ ,js P C
8pUq are called the coordinates of the field u in the given coordinate system. We
will usually abbreviate (3.17) on the following way
(3.18) u “ pui1,¨¨¨ ,irj1,¨¨¨ ,jsq.
We first extend the covariant differenciation defined on vector fields to tensor fields ( see [16] Theorem
3.2.1 pp. 85) as follows:
(3.19) ∇ : C8pτ rsMq ÝÑ C
8pτ rs`1Mq
and for a tensor field
u “ ui1,...,irj1,...,js
B
Bxi1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
B
Bxir
b dxj1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b dxjs ,
we define the field ∇u by
∇u “ ∇ku
i1,...,ir
j1,...,js
B
Bxi1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
B
Bxir
b dxj1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b dxjs b dxk,
where
(3.20) ∇ku
i1...ir
j1...js
“
B
Bxk
ui1...irj1...js `
rÿ
m“1
Γimkpu
i1...im´1pim`1...ir
j1...js
´
sÿ
m“1
Γ
p
kjm
ui1...irj1...jm´1pjm`1...js .
Next, we extend this covariant differentiation for tensors on M to tensors on TM . Fix px1, . . . , xnq a
local coordinates system in a domain U Ă M , then denote by B
Bxi
the coordinates vector fields and by
dxi the coordinates covector fields. Let pξ1, . . . , ξnq be the coordinates of a vector ξ P TxM ; that is
ξ “ ξi B
Bxi
. Then the family of the functions px1, . . . , xn, ξ1, . . . , ξnq is a local coordinate system associated
with px1, . . . , xnq. In the sequel, we will only use coordinates systems on TM associated with some local
coordinates systems onM . In general, tensor fields defined on TM are expressed with the coordinates fields
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B
Bxi
, B
Bξi
, dxi, dξi. A tensor u of degree pr, sq at a point px, ξq P TM is called semibasic if in some (and so,
in any) coordinates system, it can be represented by:
(3.21) u “ ui1...irj1...js
B
Bξi1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
B
Bξir
b dxj1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b dxjs ,
which will be abbreviated to
u “ pui1...irj1...jsq.
We denote by βrsM the subbundle of τ
r
s pTMq containing all semibasic tensors of degree pr, sq. In particular
C8pβ00Mq “ C
8pTMq. We will call semibasic vector fields the elements of C8pβ10Mq and semibasic
vector fields the elements of C8pβ01Mq are called semibasic covector fields. We can consider tensor fields
onM as semibasic tensor fields on TM whose components are independent of the second argument ξ. Then
we have the canonical embedding
(3.22) ι : C8pτ rsMq Ă C
8pβrsMq,
with ιp B
Bxi
q “ B
Bξi
and ιpdxiq “ dxi. The extension of the covariant derivative to tensors of TM gives rise
to two semibasic tensor fields. For u P C8pβrsMq, we define two semibasic tensor fields
v
∇u and
h
∇u by
(3.23)
v
∇u “
v
∇ku
i1...ir
j1...js
B
Bξi1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
B
Bξir
b dxj1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b dxjs b dxk,
where
(3.24)
v
∇ku
i1...ir
j1...js
“
B
Bξk
ui1...irj1...js ,
and
(3.25)
h
∇u “
h
∇ku
i1...ir
j1...js
B
Bξi1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
B
Bξir
b dxj1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b dxjs b dxk,
where
(3.26)
h
∇ku
i1...ir
j1...js
“
B
Bxk
ui1...irj1...js ´ Γ
p
kqξ
q B
Bξp
ui1...irj1...js
`
rÿ
m“1
Γimkpu
i1...im´1pim`1...ir
j1...js
´
sÿ
m“1
Γ
p
kjm
ui1...irj1...jm´1pjm`1...js ,
where Γpkq is the Christoffel symbol. The differential operators
v
∇,
h
∇ : C8pβrsMq ÝÑ C
8pβrs`1Mq are
respectively called the vertical and the horizontal covariant derivatives.
In particular, for u P C8pTMq, we have
(3.27)
h
∇u “ p
h
∇kuqdx
k,
h
∇ku “
Bu
Bxk
´ Γpkqξ
q Bu
Bξp
,
and
(3.28)
v
∇u “ p
v
∇kuqdx
k,
v
∇ku “
Bu
Bξk
.
We have the following properties ( [16], pp. 95):
(3.29)
v
∇k
h
∇l “
h
∇l
v
∇k
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and
(3.30)
h
∇kξ
i “ 0,
v
∇kξ
i “ δik.
The well-defined differential operators
v
∇ and
h
∇ are of first-order and they are extended naturally as op-
erators to the Sobolev space H1pβrsMq. Now, we define the vertical divergence
v
div and the horizontal
divergence
h
div of a semibasic vector field V by
(3.31)
v
divpV q “
v
∇kv
k,
h
divpV q “
h
∇kv
k.
For a semibasic vector field V which is homogeneous of degree k in its second argument, we have the
following divergence formulas ( [16], p 101).
For k ` n´ 1 ‰ 0 we have the Gauss-Ostrogradskii formula of the vertical divergence
(3.32)
ż
SM
v
divpV q dv2n´1 “ pk ` n´ 1q
ż
SM
xV, ξy dv2n´1, V P C8pTMq.
For k ` n ‰ 0, the Gauss-Ostrogradskii formula of the horizontal divergence is as follows:
(3.33)
ż
SM
h
divpV q dv2n´1 “
ż
BSM
xV, νy dσ2n´2, V P C8pTMq.
Let H be the vector field associated with the geodesic flow φt defined in (3.3). In coordinate form, we have
(3.34) H “ ξi
B
Bxi
´ Γijkξ
jξk
B
Bξi
“ ξip
B
Bxi
´ Γpiqξ
q B
Bξp
q “ ξi
h
∇i.
The proof of the Theorem 3.4 starts by the use of the Pestov identity:
(3.35) 2x
h
∇u,
v
∇Huy “ |
h
∇u|2 `
h
divpV q `
v
divpW q ´ xRpξ, p
v
∇uq7qξ, p
v
∇uq7y, u P C8pTMq.
Here the semibasic vector V andW are given by
(3.36) V “ x
h
∇u,
v
∇uyξ ´ xξ, p
h
∇uq7yp
v
∇uq7,
(3.37) W “ xξ, p
h
∇uq7yp
h
∇uq7,
and R is the curvature tensor.
The Pestov identity is the basic energy identity used since the work of Mukhometov [12] in most injectivity
proofs of ray transforms in absence of real-analyticity or special symmetries. We will apply the Pestov
identity to the function u : SM Ñ R defined by
(3.38) upx, ξq “
ż τ`px,ξq
0
xA7pγx,ξptqq, 9γx,ξptqydt.
Here xA7pγx,ξptqq, 9γx,ξptqy “
řn
j“1 ajpγx,ξptqq 9γ
j
x,ξptqdt, px, ξq P B`SM . The function u satisfies the
boundary conditions
(3.39) u “ I1pAq, on B`SM,
and
(3.40) u “ 0, on B´SM
since τ`px, ξq “ 0 for px, ξq P B´SM .
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Lemma 3.6. Let u given by (3.38). Then u is smooth function on TMzT pBMq and has the following
properties:
(1) For λ ą 0, upx, λξq “ upx, ξq.
(2) u satisfies the kinetic equation Hupx, ξq “ ´xA7pxq, ξy.
(3) u satisfies the equation H
v
∇u “ ´A´
h
∇u.
Proof. Item (1) is immediate from the relations τ`px, λξq “ λ´1τ`px, ξq, γx,λξptq “ γx,ξpλtq and 9γx,λξptq “
λ 9γx,ξpλtq for any λ ą 0. Then
upx, λξq “
ż λ´1τ`px,ξq
0
λ
nÿ
j“1
ajpγx,ξpλtqq 9γ
j
x,ξpλtqdt “ upx, ξq.
Prove item (2). Let s P R sufficiently small, we set xs “ γx,ξpsq and ξs “ 9γx,ξpsq. Then, γxs,ξsptq “
γx,ξpt` sq and τ`pxs, ξsq “ τ`px, ξq ´ s. So,
upγx,ξpsq, 9γx,ξpsqq “ upxs, ξsq “
ż τ`pxs,ξsq
0
nÿ
j“1
ajpγx,ξpt` sqq 9γ
j
x,ξpt` sqdt
“
ż τ`px,ξq
s
nÿ
j“1
ajpγx,ξptqq 9γ
j
x,ξptqdt.
We have γx,ξp0q “ x, 9γx,ξp0q “ ξ and :γix,ξp0q “ ´Γ
i
jkpxqξ
jξk. Then, differentiating with respect to s and
taking s “ 0, we obtain that
Bu
Bxi
9γix,ξp0q `
Bu
Bξi
:γix,ξp0q “ ´
nÿ
j“1
ajpxqξ
j .
Since :γix,ξp0q “ ´Γ
i
jkpxqξ
jξk, then
ξi
Bu
Bxi
´ Γijkξ
jξk
Bu
Bξi
“ ´
nÿ
j“1
ajpxqξ
j .
Thus we have Hupx, ξq “ ´
řn
j“1 ajpxqξ
j “ ´xA7pxq, ξy.
To prove item (3), we apply the operator
v
∇ to the kinetic equation. We obtain
v
∇pHuq “ ´
v
∇xA7pxq, ξy.
It follows that
´A “
v
∇pHuq “
v
∇jpξ
i
h
∇iuqdx
j “ p
v
∇jξ
iq
h
∇iudx
j ` ξip
v
∇j
h
∇iuqdx
j .
Thus, we get
´A “
h
∇u`Hp
v
∇uq.

In the proof of Theorem 3.4, we also need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. For A P C8pM,T ˚Mq a semibasic covector field, the next equality is trueż
SM
|A|2 dv2n´1 “ n
ż
SM
xA7pxq, ξy2 dv2n´1.
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Proof. We let x PM and we consider the map defined on SxM by
φxpξq “ ´xA
7pxq, ξy.
We denote by BxM the unit ball of TxM then for any ξ P BxM with ξ ‰ 0, we setrφxpξq “ φxp ξ
|ξ|
q.
We will apply the Green formula to rφxpξq on BxM. First of all we choose a local coordinate system in
some neighbourhood of x such that gijpxq “ δij . Thus we can identify TxM with the euclidean space Rn,
and SxM with the unit sphere Sn´1 of Rn, and BxM with the unit ball Bn of Rn. We equip BxM with a
measure λx which is identified to the Borelian measure dλ on Bn. Applying the Green formula (2.12), we
get
(3.41)
ż
BxM
|∇ξ rφxpξq|2dλxpξq ` ż
BxM
rφxpξq∆ξ rφxpξqdλxpξq “ ż
SxM
rφxpξqx ξ
|ξ|
,∇ξ rφxpξqydωxpξq.
Let us compute the integrands in the formula above. We have ∇ξp
1
|ξ|q “ ´
ξ
|ξ|3
and ∇ξφx “ ´A7pxq so
∇ξ rφxpξq “ ´ ξ|ξ|3φxpξq ´ 1|ξ|A7. Using the definition of φx, we obtain
x
ξ
|ξ|
,∇ξ rφxpξqy “ 0
and the third integrand of (3.41) vanishes. Then we use the relation rφx “ 1|ξ|φx to conclude that
|∇ξ rφxpξq|2 “ |A7|2
|ξ|2
´
|rφxpξq|2
|ξ|2
.
Writing in polar coordinates, we obtainż
BxM
|∇ξ rφxpξq|2dλxpξq “ 1
n´ 2
ż
SxM
|A7|2dωxpξq ´
1
n´ 2
ż
SxM
|φxpξq|
2dωxpξq.
To compute the second term in ( 3.41), we apply the Leibniz formula. We get
∆ξ rφxpξq “ ∆ξp 1
|ξ|
qφxpξq ` 2x∇ξp
1
|ξ|
q,∇ξφxpξqy `
1
|ξ|
∆ξφxpξq.
Since
∆ξp
1
|ξ|
q “ ´
pn´ 3q
|ξ|3
, ∆ξφx “ 0 and rφxpξq “ 1
|ξ|
φxpξq,
we conclude that
∆ξ rφxpξq “ p1´ nq
|ξ|2
rφxpξq.
In polar coordinates, we getż
BxM
rφxpξq∆ξ rφxpξqdλxpξq “ p1´ nq
n´ 2
ż
SxM
|φxpξq|
2dωxpξq.
The identity (3.41) becomes
(3.42)
1
n´ 2
ż
SxM
|A7|2dωxpξq ´
1
n´ 2
ż
SxM
|φxpξq|
2dωxpξq `
p1´ nq
n´ 2
ż
SxM
|φxpξq|
2dωxpξq “ 0.
This yields to ż
SxM
|A|2dωxpξq “ n
ż
SxM
xA7pxq, ξy2dωxpξq.
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Finally, integrating the last equality with respect to x PM , we obtainż
SM
|A|2 dv2n´1 “ n
ż
SM
xA7pxq, ξy2 dv2n´1
and the lemma is done. 
Before starting the proof of Theorem 3.4, we state a last lemma proved in [16].
Lemma 3.8. Let pM,gq be a simple Riemannian manifold and let u P C8pβ0mMq be a semibasic tensor
field satisfying the boundary condition u{B´SM “ 0, then the following estimate
(3.43)
ż
SM
K`px, ξq|upx, ξq|2 dv2n´1 ď k`
ż
SM
|Hupx, ξq|2 dv2n´1
holds true.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Recall that we prove the theorem for a real covector A P C8pM,T ˚Mq satisfying
the condition δA “ 0. The proof consists in combining the Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 in the Pestov identity
(3.35). For u P C8pTMq, we have
(3.44) 2x
h
∇u,
v
∇Huy “ |
h
∇u|2 `
h
divpV q `
v
divpW q ´ xRpξ, p
v
∇uq7qξ, p
v
∇uq7y,
the semibasic vectors V andW are given by
(3.45) V “ x
h
∇u,
v
∇uyξ ´ xξ, p
h
∇uq7yp
v
∇uq7,
(3.46) W “ xξ, p
h
∇uq7yp
h
∇uq7.
Combining the Lemma 3.6 (2) with the condition
h
divA7 “ δA “ 0, the Pestov identity (3.44) becomes
(3.47) |
h
∇u|2 ´ xRpξ, p
v
∇uq7qξ, p
v
∇uq7y “ ´
h
divp2uA7 ` V q ´
v
divpW q.
To avoid eventual singularities of u on T pBMq, we will consider the manifoldMρ defined by
Mρ “ tx PM, dgpx, BMq ě ρu,
where ρ ą 0. Integrating (3.47) over SMρ and using the divergence formula (3.32) and (3.33) (W is
positively homogeneous of degree 1), we find that for n ě 1,ż
SMρ
„
|
h
∇u|2 ´ xRpξ, p
v
∇uq7qξ, p
v
∇uq7y

dv2n´1 “ ´
ż
SMρ
„
h
divp2uA7 ` V q `
v
divpW q

dv2n´1
“ ´
ż
BSMρ
x2uA7 ` V, νydσ2n´2 ´ n
ż
SMρ
xW, ξydv2n´1,
where ν “ νρpxq is the unit vector of the outer normal to the boundary ofMρ. In view of (3.46), we have
xW, ξy “ xξ, p
h
∇uq7y2 “ |Hu|2.
Hence, we deduce the equality
(3.48)
ż
SMρ
„
|
h
∇u|2 ´ xRpξ, p
v
∇uq7qξ, p
v
∇uq7y ` n|Hu|2

dv2n´1 “ ´
ż
BSMρ
x2uA7 ` V, νy dσ2n´2.
Now, we wish to pass to the limit as ρ Ñ 0. We will apply the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
Denote by χρ the characteristic function of the set SMρ and by p the projection p : BSM ÝÑ BSMρ,
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ppx, ξq “ px1, ξ1q, where x1 is such that the geodesic γxx1 has length ρ and intersects BM orthogonally at
x and x1, and ξ1 is obtained by the parallel translation of the vector ξ along γxx1 . So the equality (3.48)
becomes
(3.49)ż
SM
„
|
h
∇u|2 ´ xRpξ, p
v
∇uq7qξ, p
v
∇uq7y ` n|Hu|2

χρ dv
2n´1 “ ´
ż
BSM
x2uA7 ` V, νyp˚pdσ
2n´2q.
Note that each integrands of (3.49) are smooth on SMzBSM and so, they converge towards their values
almost everywhere, when ρ Ñ 0. The functions |
h
∇u|2 and |Hu|2 are positive. Applying Lemma 3.8 and
then Lemma 3.6, the second function satisfies
(3.50)
ż
SM
|xRpξ, p
v
∇uq7qξ, p
v
∇uq7y|χρ dv
2n´1 ď k`
ż
SM
|
h
∇u|2 dv2n´1.
Then we conclude that the left side of (3.49) converges as ρÑ 0. In order to apply the Lebesgue theorem
in (3.49), it remains to prove that |x2uA7 ` V, νyp˚| is bounded by a summable function on BSM which
does not depend on ρ. For px, ξq P BSM , we denote
(3.51)
h
∇tanu “
h
∇u´ x
h
∇u, νyν,
v
∇tanu “
v
∇u´ x
v
∇u, ξyξ.
We have obviously
x
h
∇tanu, νy “ x
v
∇tanu, ξy “ 0.
Then
h
∇tan and
v
∇tan are in fact differential operators on BSM and
h
∇tanu,
v
∇tanu are completely determined
by the restriction u|BSM of u on BSM .
For px, ξq P BSM , we obtain
(3.52) x2uA7 ` V, νy “ x
h
∇tanu,
v
∇tanuyxξ, νy ´ x
h
∇tanu, ξyx
v
∇tanu, νy ` 2uxA
7, νy.
From (3.51), we deduce that the derivatives
h
∇tanu and
v
∇tanu are locally bounded. It is important that the
right-hand side of (3.52) does not contain x
h
∇u, νy and x
v
∇u, ξy. Taking ρ Ñ 0 in the equality (3.49), we
have
(3.53)
ż
SM
„
|
h
∇u|2 ´ xRpξ, p
v
∇uq7qξ, p
v
∇uq7y ` n|Hu|2

dv2n´1 “ ´
ż
BSM
x2uA7 ` V, νydσ2n´2.
According to (3.52) and the boundary conditions satisfied by the function u, we obtainż
B`SM
x2uA7 ` V, νydσ2n´2 “
ż
B`SM
2pI1AqxA
7, νydσ2n´2
`
ż
B`SM
ˆ
x
h
∇tanpI1Aq,
v
∇tanpI1Aqyxξ, νy ´ x
h
∇tanpI1Aq, ξyx
v
∇tanpI1Aq, νy
˙
dσ2n´2
:“
ż
B`SM
2pI1AqxA
7, νydσ2n´2 `
ż
B`SM
QpI1Aqdσ
2n´2,
here Qu is a quadratic form in
h
∇tanu and
v
∇tanu and hence, Q is a first-order differential operator on the
manifold B`SM . Consequently, there exists a constant C such that we have
|
ż
B`SM
QpI1Aqdσ
2n´2| ď C}I1A}
2
H1pB`SMq
,
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and
|
ż
B`SM
2pI1AqxA
7, νydσ2n´2| ď C}xA7, νy}L2pBM,TMq}I1pAq}L2pB`SMq.
We conclude that we have
(3.54) |
ż
BSM
x2uA7 ` V, νydσ2n´2| ď C
`
}xpAsq7, νy}L2pBM,TMq}I1pAq}L2pB`SMq`}I1A}
2
H1pB`SMq
˘
.
Combining (3.53) with (3.54), we obtain that
(3.55)
ż
SM
„
|
h
∇u|2 ´ xRpξ, p
v
∇uq7qξ, p
v
∇uq7y ` n|Hu|2

dv2n´1
ď C
`
}xA7, νy}L2pBM,TMq}I1pAq}L2pB`SMq ` }I1A}
2
H1pB`SMq
˘
.
With respect to the definitions (2.5) and (2.6) and combining Lemma 3.6 (3) and Lemma 3.8, we get the
estimate
(3.56) |
ż
SM
xRpξ, p
v
∇uq7qξ, p
v
∇uq7ydv2n´1| ď k`
ż
SM
|A`
h
∇u|2 dv2n´1.
Since we have
(3.57) |A`
h
∇u|2 ď 2p|A|2 ` |
h
∇u|2q,
then the Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.6 (2) yield to
(3.58) |
ż
SM
xRpξ, p
v
∇uq7qξ, p
v
∇uq7ydv2n´1| ď 2nk`
ż
SM
|Hu|2 dv2n´1 ` 2k`
ż
SM
|
h
∇u|2 dv2n´1.
Then the estimate (3.55) gives
(3.59) p1´ 2k`q
ż
SM
|
h
∇u|2 dv2n´1 ` np1´ 2k`q
ż
SM
|Hu|2 dv2n´1
ď C
`
}xA7, νy}L2pBM,TMq}I1pAq}L2pB`SMq ` }I1A}
2
H1pB`SMq
˘
.
So for k` ă 1
2
, we get that
(3.60) n
ż
SM
|Hu|2 dv2n´1 ď C
`
}xA7, νy}L2pBM,TMq}I1pAq}L2pB`SMq ` }I1A}
2
H1pB`SMq
˘
.
Applying Lemma 3.6 (2) and Lemma 3.7 we obtain that for A P C8pM,T ˚Mq satisfying the condition
δA “ 0, we have the desired estimate of the Theorem 3.4, that is
}A}2L2pM,T˚Mq ď C
`
}xν, pA7|BM y}L2pBM,TMq}I1pAq}L2pB`SMq ` }I1pAq}
2
H1pB`SMq
˘
.
4. STUDY OF THE AUXILIARY INVERSE PROBLEM
In this section, we are going to deal with Problem 2 introduced in Section 1 which concerns the elec-
tromagnetic Schrödinger equation (1.8). More precisely, we aim to show a stability estimate in recovering
the solenoidal part of the pure imaginary complex covector A and the electric potential q appearing in (1.8)
from the DN map NA,q. For this purpose, we have first to construct special solutions to the equation (1.8).
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4.1. Geometric optics solutions. In the sequel of the paper, pM,gq as well as the magnetic s potentials A1
and A2 are extended to a simple manifold M int1 Ţ M . We can control the H
1pM1, T
˚M1q norms of A1
and A2 by a constant M0 ą 0. Using the fact that A1 “ A2 and q1 “ q2 on the boundary, their extensions
outside of the manifoldM can coincide so that A1 ´A2 “ 0 and q1 ´ q2 “ 0 inM1zM .
In the present section we aim to construct suitable geometrical optics solutions to (1.8), which play a crucial
role in the proof of our main results. For this purpose, let us consider a function ψ P C2pMqsatisfying
(4.1) |∇ψ|2 “ 1.
On the other hand, let α P H1pR,H2pMqq be a solution to
(4.2)
$’&’%
Btα` 〈dψ, dα〉 `
1
2
∆ψ α “ 0, px, tq PM ˆR,
αpt, xq|tď0 “ αpt, xq|těT0 “ 0, x PM.
Finally, we assume the existence of a function βA P H1pR,H2pMqq that satisfies
(4.3) BtβA ` 〈dψ, dβA〉´ i 〈A, dψ〉 βA “ 0, @px, tq PM ˆ R.
We move now to give the coming result that claims the existence of special solutions to the equation (1.8)
whose proof is the same as the one given in [1] (the construction remains the same in the case of complex
magnetic covector fields).
Lemma 4.1. Let pA, qq P C1pMq ˆW 1,8pMq. The equation HA,qu “ 0 in Q, upx, 0q “ 0 inM, admits a
solution in this form
(4.4) upx, tq “ αpx, 2λtqβApx, 2λtqe
iλpψpxq´λtq ` rλpx, tq,
that belongs to the following space C1pr0, T s;L2pMqq X Cpr0, T s;H2pMqq. Here the correction term
rλpx, tq satisfies
rλpx, tq “ 0, px, tq on Σ, and rλpx, 0q “ 0, in M.
Moreover, there exist a positive constant C that depends only onM and T such that, for all λ ě T0{2T we
have
(4.5) }rλp¨, tq}HkpMq ď Cλ
k´1}α}˚, k “ 0, 1,
where }α}˚ “ }α}H1p0,T0;H2pMqq.
In order to solve (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), we consider SyM1 “ tθ P TyM1, |θ| “ 1u and x P M1. We
denote by pr, θq the polar coordinates of x inM1 with center y P BM1, r ą 0 and θ P SyM1, which means
that x “ expyprθq. Thus, we have rgpr, θq “ dr2 ` g0pr, θq,
where g0pr, θq denotes a smooth positive definite metric. Proceeding as in [1], we construct a solution to the
transport equation (4.1) in this form
(4.6) ψpxq “ dgpx, yq,
where g0 is the geodesic distance function to y P BM1. We also construct a solution rαpr, θ, tq to the equation
(4.7)
Brα
Bt
`
Brα
Br
`
1
4
rαρ´1 Bρ
Br
“ 0,
in the following from
(4.8) rαpr, θ, tq “ ρ´1{4φpt´ rqΨpθq,
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where φ P C80 pRq such that supppφq Ă p0, 1q, Ψ P H
2pSyMq and ρ denotes the square of the volume in
geodesic polar coordinates. It is clear that rα “ 0 when t ď 0 and t ě T0 for T0 ą 1`diamM1. In geodesic
polar coordinates ∇ψpxq is defined by 9γy,θprq. Thus we have,〈 rApr, y, θq, dψ〉 “ 〈 rA7pr, y, θq,∇ψ〉 “ rσApΦrpy, θqq.
We denote rσApr, y, θq “ σApΦrpy, θqq “ 〈 9γy,θprq, A7pγy,θprqq〉. Thus rβA solves the following equation
(4.9)
BrβA
Bt
`
BrβA
Br
´ irσApr, y, θqrβA “ 0.
This means that we can take rβA asrβApy, r, θ, tq “ expˆi ż t
0
rσApy, θ, r ´ sqds˙ .
By a similar manner, we can construct specific solutions to the backward problem.
Lemma 4.2. Let pA, qq P C1pMq ˆ W 1,8pMq. The magnetic Schrödinger equation H ˚A,qv “ 0 in Q,
vpx, T q “ 0, in M, admits a solution in this form
(4.10) vpx, tq “ αpx, 2λtqβApx, 2λtqe
iλpψpxq´λtq ` rλpx, tq.
Moreover, the correction term rλpx, tq satisfies
rλpx, tq “ 0, px, tq P Σ, rλpx, T q “ 0, x PM.
Further, there exist C ą 0 such that, for all λ ě T0{2T the following estimates hold true.
(4.11) }rλp¨, tq}HkpMq ď Cλ
k´1}α}˚, k “ 0, 1.
where }α}˚ “ }α}H1p0,T0;H2pMqq and the constant C depends only on T andM .
4.2. Determination of the solenoidal part of the magnetic field. In this section we are going to use the
geometrical optics solutions constructed before in order to retrieve a stability estimate for the solenoidal part
As of the magnetic field A from the DN map NA,q.
Let A1, A2 P A pm1, kq and q1, q2 P Qpm2q, we define A “ A1 ´ A2 and q “ q1 ´ q2. Note that we have
extended A1 and A2 to aH1pM1, T ˚M1q so that A “ 0 and and q “ 0 onM1zM .
4.2.1. Preliminary estimates.
Lemma 4.3. Let αj , βAj P H
1pR,H2pMqq satisfying (4.2) and (4.3) with A “ Aj for j “ 1, 2. There exist
a positive constant C depending only on T andM such that
(4.12) |2λ
ż T
0
ż
M
〈A, dψ〉 pα2α1qpx, 2λtqpβA2βA1qpx, 2λtq dv
n dt|
ď C
`
λ´1 ` λ3}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
˘
}α1}˚}α2}˚
holds true for any λ ą T0{2T .
Proof. From Lemma 4.1, there exists a solution u2 to$&% HA2,q2u2 “ 0, in Q,
u2p¨, 0q “ 0, in M,
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having this form
u2px, tq “ α2px, 2λtqβA2px, 2λtqe
iλpψpxq´λtq ` r2,λpx, tq,
where r2,λ satisfies (4.5). On the other hand, we define fλ “ u2|Σ. Let us take v a solution to$’’’’&’’’’%
HA1,q1v “ 0, in Q,
vp¨, 0q “ 0, in M,
v “ u2 :“ fλ, on Σ.
We set w “ v ´ u2. Then, w solves this equation
(4.13)
$’’’’&’’’’%
HA1,q1w “ 2i 〈A, du2〉` VAu2 ` qu2, in Q,
wp¨, 0q “ Btup¨, 0q “ 0, in M,
w “ 0, on Σ,
with VA “ i δA´ 〈A2, A2〉` 〈A1, A1〉. Lemma 4.2 guarantees the existence of a geometrical optic solution
u1 to $&%
H ˚A1,q1
u1 “ 0, in Q,
u1p¨, T q “ 0, in M,
in this form
u1px, tq “ α1px, 2λtqβA1px, 2λtqe
iλpψpxq´λtq ` r1,λpx, tq,
where r1,λ satisfies (4.11). We multiply the first equation in (4.13) by u1 and we integrate by parts, we find
out ż T
0
ż
M
2i 〈A, du2〉 u1 dv
n dt “
ż T
0
ż
BM
pNA2,q2 ´NA1,q1qpfλqu1 dσ
n´1 dt
´
ż T
0
ż
M
pVA ` qqu2 v dv
n dt.(4.14)
On the other hand, by replacing u2 and u1 by their expressions, we get
(4.15) 2λ
ż T
0
ż
M
〈A, dψ〉 pα2α1qpx, 2λtqpβA2βA1qpx, 2λtqdv
n dt “ż T
0
ż
BM
pNA2,q2 ´NA1,q2q pfλqu1 dσ
n´1 dt´ 2λ
ż T
0
ż
M
〈A, dψ〉 pα2βA2qpx, 2λtqqv1,λe
iλpψ´λtq dvndt
` 2i
ż T
0
ż
M
〈A, dpα2βA2q〉 px, 2λtqpα1βA1qpx, 2λtqdv
ndt
` 2i
ż T
0
ż
M
〈A, dpα2βA2q〉 px, 2λtqv1,λe
iλpψ´λtq dvndt
` 2i
ż T
0
ż
M
〈A, dr2,λ〉 pα1βA1qpx, 2λtqe
´iλpψ´λtq dvndt` 2i
ż T
0
ż
M
〈A, dr2,λ〉 v1,λ dv
ndt
`
ż T
0
ż
M
pVA ` qqpxqu2u1 dv
ndt “
ż T
0
ż
BM
pNA2,q2 ´NA1,q1q pfλqu1 dσ
n´1 dt`Qλ.
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From (4.11) and (4.5), on can see that
(4.16) |Qλ| ď
C
λ
}α1}˚}α2}˚.
Next, applying the trace theorem, we obtainˇˇˇˇ ż T
0
ż
BM
pNA1,q1 ´NA2,q2q pfλqu1 dσ
n´1 dt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď }NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}}fλ}H2,1pΣq}u1}L2pΣq
ď Cλ3}α1}˚}α2}˚}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}.
This, (4.16) and (4.15) give the desired result. 
Our next objective is to give a proof to the coming statement. Let us first introduce this set
S`y M1 “
 
θ P SyM1, xν, θy ă 0
(
.
Lemma 4.4. Let y P BM1. There exists a positive constant C such that for all Ψ P H2pSyM1q we have
|
ż
S`y M1
pexpp´iI1pAqpy, θqq ´ 1qΨpθqdωypθq| ď C}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
1{4}Ψ}H2pSyM1q,
for any y P BM1. Here C depends on T andM .
Proof. Let T0 ą 1` diamM1. We consider two solutions rα1 and rα2 to (4.2) is these formsrα1pr, θ, tq “ ρ´1{4φpt´ rqΨpθq, and rα2pr, θ, tq “ ρ´1{4φpt´ rq.
We set x “ expyprθq for some r ą 0 and θ P SyM1. Then, from (4.12) one can see that
(4.17) 2λ
ż T
0
ż
M
〈A, dψ〉 pα1α2qpx, 2λtqpβA1βA2qpx, 2λtqdv
n dt
“ 2λ
ż T
0
ż
S`y M1
ż τ`py,θq
0
rσApr, y, θqprα1rα2qpr, θ, 2λtqprβA1 rβA2qpr, θ, 2λtqρ1{2 dr dωypθqdt
“ 2λ
ż T
0
ż
S`y M1
ż τ`py,θq
0
rσApr, y, θqφ2p2λt´ rqprβA1 rβA2qpr, θ, 2λtqΨpθqdr dωypθqdt
“ 2λ
ż T
0
ż
S`y M1
ż
R
rσAp2λt´ τ, y, θqφ2pτqprβA1 rβA2qp2λt´ τ, θ, 2λtqΨpθqdτ dωypθqdt
“ 2λ
ż T
0
ż
S`y M1
ż
R
rσAp2λt´ τ, y, θqφ2pτq expˆ´i ż 2λt
0
rσAps´ τ, y, θqds˙Ψpθqdτ dωypθq
“ ´
ż
R
φ2pτq
ż
S`y M1
ż T
0
d
dt
exp
ˆ
´i
ż 2λt
0
rσAps´ τ, y, θqds˙Ψpθqdτ dωypθq
“ ´
ż
R
φ2pτq
ż
S`y M1
„
exp
ˆ
´i
ż 2λT
0
rσAps´ τ, y, θqds˙´ 1Ψpθqdτ dωypθq.
Now, bearing in mind the properties of φ, we obtainż
R
φ2pτq
ż
S`y M1
„
exp
ˆ
´i
ż 2λT
0
rσAps´ τ, y, θqds˙´ 1Ψpθqdτ dωypθq “
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S`y M1
«
exp
˜
´i
ż τ`pθq
0
rσAps, y, θqds
¸
´ 1
ff
Ψpθqdωypθq.
The estimate (4.12) with (4.17) yields
(4.18) |
ż
S`y M1
pexp piI1pAqpy, θqq ´ 1qΨpθqdωypθq|
ď C
`
λ´1 ` λ3}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
˘
}Ψ}H2pSyM1q.
Next we minimize compared to the parameter λ in the previous estimate we get
|
ż
S`y M1
pexp p´iI1pAqpy, θqq ´ 1qΨpθqdωypθq| ď C}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
1{4}Ψ}H2pSyM1q.

We shall now introduce the Poisson kernel for the unit ball Bp0, 1q Ă TyM1 as follows:
P pξ, θq “
1´ |ξ|2
αn|ξ ´ θ|n
, ξ P Bp0, 1q; θ P SyM1,
where αn is the spherical volume. For ρ P p0, 1q, we introduce the function Ψρ : SyM1 ˆ SyM1 Ñ R as
follows:
(4.19) Ψρpξ, θq “ P pρ ξ, θq, pξ, θq P SyM1 ˆ SyM1.
Let us give some properties of the considered function Ψρ. The proof of this statement can be found in [5].
Lemma 4.5. Let Ψρ be defined by (4.19) for ρ P p0, 1q. Then there exists C ą 0 such that we have
(4.20) 0 ď ψρpξ, θq ď
2
αnp1´ ρqn´1
, @ ρ P p0, 1q, and @θ P SyM1.
(4.21)
ż
SyM1
ψρpξ, θqdωypθq “ 1, @ ρ P p0, 1q and @ξ P SyM1.
(4.22)
ż
SyM1
ψρpξ, θq|ξ ´ θ|dωypθq ď Cp1´ ρq
1{2n, @ ρ P p0, 1q, @ ξ P SyM1.
(4.23) }Ψρpξ, ¨q}
2
H2pSyM1q
ď
C
p1´ ρqn`3
, @ρ P p0, 1q, @ ξ P SyM1.
Lemma 4.6. There exist C ą 0, δ ą 0, β ą 0 and λ0 ą 0 such that for all py, ξq P B`SM1 we have
(4.24) |I1pAqpy, ξq| ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} ` λ
´β
¯
,
for any λ ą λ0. Here C depends only onM , T ,m1.
Proof. We fix py, ξq P B`SM1 and we assume that I1pAq is zero on B´SM . We haveˇˇˇ
exp p´iI1pAqpy, ξqq ´ 1
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ ż
SyM1
Ψρpξ, θq
´
expp´iI1pAqpy, ξq ´ 1
¯
dωypθq
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ ż
SyM1
Ψρpξ, θq
´
expp´iI1pAqpy, ξqq ´ expp´iI1pAqpy, θqq
¯
dωypθq
ˇˇˇ
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`
ˇˇˇ ż
SyM1
Ψρpξ, θq
´
expp´iI1pAqpy, θqq ´ 1
¯
dωypθq
ˇˇˇ
.
Bearing in mind thatˇˇˇ
expp´ iI1pAqpy, ξqq´expp´ iI1pAqpy, θqq
ˇˇˇ
ď C
ˇˇˇ
iI1pAqpy, ξq ´ iI1pAqpy, θq
ˇˇˇ
,
and in light of ˇˇˇ
iI1pAqpy, ξq ´ iI1pAqpy, θq
ˇˇˇ
ď C |θ ´ ξ|,
one gets in view of Lemma 4.4 with Ψ “ Ψρpξ, ¨q this inequalityˇˇˇ
exp
´
´ iI1pAqpy, ξq
¯
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ď C
ż
SyM1
Ψρpξ, θq |θ ´ ξ| dωypθq
` C
´
λ2}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} ` λ
´1
¯
}Ψρpξ, ¨q}
2
H2pSyM1q
.
Moreover, since
}Ψρpξ, ¨q}
2
H2pSyM1q
ď Cp1´ ρq´pn`3q, and
ż
SyM1
Ψρpξ, θq|θ ´ ξ| dωypθq ď Cp1´ ρq
1{2n.
Thus, we end up getting this inequalityˇˇˇ
exp
´
´ iI1pAqpy, ξq
¯
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ď C p1´ ρq1{2n `C
´
λ2}NA2 , q2 ´NA1,q1} ` λ
´1
¯
p1´ ρq´p3`nq.
Next, we select p1´ ρq so that p1´ ρq1{2n coincide with λ´1p1´ ρq´pn`3q. Then, there exist two positive
constants δ and β satisfyingˇˇˇ
exp
´
´ iI1pAqpy, ξq
¯
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} ` λ
´β
¯
.
Bearing in mind that |B| ď eM |eB ´ 1| for any real B satisfying |B| ďM , one getsˇˇˇ
´ iI1pAqpy, ξq
ˇˇˇ
ď C eCm1,T
ˇˇˇ
exp
´
´ iI1pAqpy, ξq
¯
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
.
Therefor, we obtain ˇˇˇ
I1pAqpy, ξq
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´
λδ}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1} ` λ
´β
¯
.
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
4.2.2. End of the proof of the stability estimate. At this stage, we are ready to finish the proof of the stability
estimate for the solenoidal part As of the magnetic covector A.
We need first to integrate (4.24) over B`SM1 with respect to µpy, ξq dσ
2n´2py, ξq and then to minimize
with respect to the parameter λ to end up getting
(4.25) }I1pAq}L2pB`SM1q ď C}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
β
β`δ .
On the other hand by interpolating we get
}I1pAq}
2
H1pB`SM1q
ď C}I1pAq}L2pB`SM1q}I1pAq}H2pB`SM1q
ď C}I1pAq}L2pB`SM1q.(4.26)
Thus, from Corollary 3.5, we obtain
(4.27) }As}2L2pM,T˚Mq ď C}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
β
β`δ .
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From (4.27) and (4.26), we obtain
(4.28) }As}L2pM,T˚Mq ď C}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
µ,
where µ “ β
4pβ`δq . Moreover, let k
1 P pn{2, kq. By the Sobolev embedding theorem and the interpolation
inequality, there exists α P p0, 1q such that we have
(4.29) }As}C0pMq ď }A
s}Hk1pMq ď C}A
s}αL2pMq}A
s}1´α
HkpMq
ď C}As}L2pMq ď C}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
κ.
This completes the proof of (2.25).
4.3. Stable determination of the electric potential. This section is devoted to show a stability estimate
for q using the stability estimate that we have already got for As. By applying the Hodge decomposition to
A “ A1 ´A2 we get
A “ As ` dϕ.
We denote
A11 “ A1 ´
1
2
dϕ, A12 “ A2 `
1
2
dϕ,
so that we have
A1 “ A11 ´A
1
2 “ A
s.
The idea is to substitute Aj with A1j for j “ 1, 2. Since the DN map is invariant under a gauge transforma-
tion, then we have NAj ,qj “ NA1j ,qj , j “ 1, 2. Then, performing the same notations of Section 4.1 and
replacing Aj by A1j , j “ 1, 2 we get in view of (4.14) this estimation
(4.30) ´
ż T
0
ż
M
qpxqu2u1 dv
n dt “
ż T
0
ż
BM
´
NA1
1
,q1 ´NA12,q2
¯
fλpx, tqhλpx, tqdσ
n´1 dt
`
ż T
0
ż
M
2i
〈
A1, du2
〉
u1px, tqdv
n dt`
ż T
0
ż
M
VA1pxqu2u1 dv
n dt
where hλ is given by
hλpx, tq “ pα1βA1qpx, 2λtqe
iλpψpxq´λtq , px, tq P Σ.
By substituting u1 and u2 with their expressions and proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we get
(4.31) |
ż T
0
ż
M
qpxqpα1α2qpx, 2λtqpβA2βA1qpx, 2λtq dv
n dt|
ď C
`
λ´2 ` λ}As}C0 ` λ
3}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
˘
}α1}˚}α2}˚,
for all λ ą T0{2T . Next, using the same arguments developed in Section 4.2 and in view of the estimation
(4.29) we may control the H1pB`SM1q norm of the geodesic ray transform of the electric q potential as
follows
}Ipqq}2H1pB`SM1q ď C}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
κ2 ,
where κ2 P p0, 1q. At this stage we just need to apply Theorem 3.1 in order to achieve our goal and get the
desired result, that is the following estimate
(4.32) }q}L2pMq ď C}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
s, s P p0, 1q.
This completes the proof of the preliminary result Theorem 2.3
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
Now we are ready to treat our main inverse problem, that is the recovery of the real vector field X
appearing in (1.2) from the knwoledge of the DN map ΛX . Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 will play an
important role in establishing. The proof of the main result needs also the use of the L2-weighted inequality
specified for the elliptic operator ∆ (see [6, 7]). In order to formulate the Carleman estimate, let us first
introduce these notations:
We set Γ0 Ă BM . We suppose that there exists ψ P C2pM,Rnq ( see [2]) satisfying
ψpxq ą 0, x PM, |∇ψpxq| ą 0 x PM,
ψpxq “ 0 x P BMzΓ0, Bνψpxq ď 0 x P BMzΓ0.
Given γ ą 0, we introduce the weight function ηpxq “ eγ ψpxq for any x PM.
Proposition 5.1. (see ([6, 7]) There exist h0 ą 0 and C ą 0 such that for all h P p0, h0q, the estimateż
M
ph´1 |∇upxq|2 ` h´3 |upxq|2qe2ηpxq{h dvn ď C
´ż
M
|∆upxq|2e2ηpxq{h dvn
`
ż
Γ0
h´1 |Bνupxq|
2e2ηpxq{h dσn´1
¯
,
holds true for all u P H2pMq satisfying upxq “ 0 on BM.
Based on Proposition 5.1, we show in this section the main statement of the present paper. For this
purpose, let us consider two vectors fields X1, X2 P X pm1q. We define
(5.1) X “ X1 ´X2.
Our aim is to show that X stably depends on the DN map ΛX1 ´ ΛX2 . In view of Lemma 3.2, there exists
a uniquely determined As P HkpM,T ˚Mq and ϕ P Hk`1pMq such that
(5.2) A “ As ` dϕ, δAs “ 0, ϕ|BM “ 0.
Thus,
(5.3) X5 “ ´2iAs ´ 2idϕ “ X
15 ´ 2idϕ, ϕ|BM “ 0.
Then ´2iϕ is solution to the following equation
(5.4)
$&% ∆φ “ Ψ :“ δX
5 ´ δX
15 “ δX5 “ divX, in M,
φ “ 0, in BM.
We set q “ q2 ´ q1. Thanks to (2.16) one can see that
Ψ “ 2 q `
1
2
〈X2,X2〉´
1
2
〈X1,X1〉
“ 2 q ´
1
2
〈
X
1
,X2 `X1
〉
´
1
2
〈∇p´2iϕq,X2 `X1〉 ,(5.5)
whereX 1 is the vector field associated with the covectorX
15 defined in (5.3). In view of Proposition 5.1 and
using the fact that }Xj}L8pMq ď m1, j “ 1, 2, we find out that
(5.6)ż
M
h´1|∇ϕpxq|2e2ηpxq{h dvn ď C
´ż
M
|∆ϕpxq|2e2ηpxq{h dvn `
ż
Γ0
h´1|Bνϕpxq|
2e2ηpxq{h dσn´1
¯
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ď C
´ż
M
p|qpxq|2 ` |X 1pxq|2 ` |∇ϕpxq|2qe2ηpxq{h dvn `
ż
Γ0
h´1|Bνϕpxq|
2e2ηpxq{h dσn´1
¯
.
Then, by taking h sufficiently small, (5.6) immediately yieldsż
M
h´1|∇ϕpxq|2e2η{h dvn ď C
´ż
M
p|qpxq|2 ` |X 1pxq|2qe2η{h dvn `
ż
Γ0
h´1|Bνϕpxq|
2e2η{h dσn´1
¯
.
This implies that
(5.7) }∇ϕ}2L2pMq ď C
´
}q2 ´ q1}
2
L2pMq ` }X
1}2L2pMq ` }Bνφ}
2
L2pΓ0q
¯
.
From (5.3) and (4.28) it is readily seen that
(5.8) }X 1}L2pMq “ }X
15}L2pMq ď C}A
s}L2pMq ď C}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
κ.
On the other hand, since X “ 0 on BM then Bνϕ “ ´i{2 〈X 1, ν〉 and we get in view of the trace theorem
(5.9) }Bνϕ}L2pΓ0q ď C}X
1}L2pΓq ď C}X
1}H1pMq ď }X
1}
1{2
L2pMq
}X 1}
1{2
H2pMq
ď C}NA1,q1 ´NA2,q2}
κ{2.
In view of (5.3) and (5.7) – (5.9), it is easy to see that
}X}L2pMq ď }X
1}L2pMq ` C}∇ϕ}L2pMq ď C}NA2,q2 ´NA1,q1}
s˜,
for some s˜ ą 0. Finally, from Lemma 2.2 we can deduce the desired result.
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